FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Ladies Learning Code, Edmonton Edition: Intro to JavaScript
Event Details
August 17, 2013 From 10:00am until 5:00pm
Startup Edmonton in the Mercer Warehouse
10359 104 St. Edmonton, AB T5J 5G5
Tickets: http://llcedmontonintrojsaug17-es2.eventbrite.ca/
Edmonton, AB – Ladies Learning Code, the Toronto-based collective of women
focused on “empowering everyone to feel comfortable learning basic, beginnerfriendly technical skills in a social, collaborative way” began hosting the first of a
series of workshops in Edmonton on July 6, 2013. On August 17, 2013 LLC will host
their second workshop in the city by featuring Intro to JavaScript.
Local web design and development firm BE3Designs is the workshop and
community sponsor for LLC. Ladies Learning Code workshops aim for a 4:1
student-to-instructor ratio and enough members of the Edmonton digital
community will be volunteering to mentor 40+ students in a casual and
supportive learning environment.
The Intro to JavaScript workshop is designed for beginners who have never been
exposed to JavaScript before, but already have a very basic knowledge of HTML
and CSS (Take the quiz here to see if you have the basic HTML/CSS you’ll need to
get the most out of this workshop). JavaScript is a programming language that
helps make a web page or other element(s) interactive. When you view a
slideshow, see a pop-up ad, see a Facebook Timeline update, or a Google
autocomplete a search term – that’s JavaScript! Students do not need any
previous programming experience or knowledge, and will only be required to
bring a laptop with WiFi (and power cord). Lunch for the workshop is provided.
About Ladies Learning Code
Ladies Learning Code is a collective of women working to empower everyone to
feel comfortable learning basic, beginner-friendly technical skills in a social,
collaborative way. Starting with a single tweet by Heather Payne in June of 2011,
the organization has already reached thousands of women and is growing at a

phenomenal pace with nine workshops scheduled across the country in June of
this year alone. For more information, please visit http://ladieslearningcode.com
or join Edmonton’s Chapter community of mentors and learners at
http://www.facebook.com/ladieslearningcodeedmonton
Contact
For more information, please contact:
Bree Emmerson – Principal, BE3Designs
info@be3designs.ca
(780) 695-2220
http://www.be3designs.ca

